ASSOCIATION OF INDIAN UNIVERSITIES

ANNUAL NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF VICE CHANCELLORS

on

REIMAGINING INDIAN UNIVERSITIES

(Through Virtual Mode)

AUGUST 17-18, 2020

Hosted by

NATIONAL LAW UNIVERSITY, DELHI
INAUGURAL ADDRESS

DR. RAMESH POKHRIYAL ‘NISHANK’
HON’BLE UNION MINISTER OF EDUCATION, GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

Join us Live Online

https://www.facebook.com/Association-of-Indian-Universities-102594084716483/
https://www.youtube.com/user/computersaiu
@AIUIndia
AIU FOUNDATION DAY LECTURE

11:00 AM–11:50 AM
17th AUG 2020
DAY 01

SHRI KAILASH SATYARTHI
NOBEL PEACE LAUREATE

Join us Live Online
https://www.facebook.com/Association-of-Indian-Universities-102594084716483/
https://www.youtube.com/user/computersaiu
@AIUIndia
INAUGURAL SESSION

CHIEF GUEST

Dr. RAMESH POKHRIYAL ‘NISHANK’
HON’BLE UNION MINISTER OF EDUCATION, GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

PROFESSOR (DR.) RANBIR SINGH
VICE-CHANCELLOR, NLUD

PROFESSOR D.P. SINGH
CHAIRMAN, UGC

PROFESSOR TEJ PARTAP
PRESIDENT, AIU

PROFESSOR K.K. AGGARWAL
CHAIRMAN, NBA

PROFESSOR A. SAHASRABUDHE
CHAIRMAN, AICTE

PROFESSOR G S BAJPAI
REGISTRAR, NLUD

Join us Live Online

https://www.facebook.com/Association-of-Indian-Universities-102594084716483/
https://www.youtube.com/user/computersaiu
@AIUIndia
SESSION 1
PROMOTING RESEARCH AND INNOVATION

CHAIR
PROFESSOR BHUSHAN PATWARDHAN
VICE CHAIRMAN, UGC

PANELLISTS

PROFESSOR KRISHAN LAL
FORMER PRESIDENT, INSA, NEW DELHI

PROFESSOR T.G. SITHARAM
DIRECTOR, IIT-GUWAHATI

DR. S. VAIIDHYA SUBRAMANIAM
VICE CHANCELLOR, SASTRA

Join us Live Online
https://www.facebook.com/Association-of-Indian-Universities-102594084716483/
https://www.youtube.com/user/computersaiu
@AIUIndia
AIU ANNUAL NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF VICE CHANCELLORS ON “REIMAGINING INDIAN UNIVERSITIES”

SESSION II
GOVERNANCE REFORMS

CHAIR
SHRI SHEKHAR DUTT
FORMER GOVERNOR, CHHATTISGARH

PANELLISTS

MR. NAVEEN MITTAL
COMMISSIONER OF COLLEGIATE EDUCATION, TELANGANA

PROFESSOR R K MISHRA
DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC ENTERPRISE, HYDERABAD

PROFESSOR NAGESHWAR RAO
VICE CHANCELLOR, IGNOU, NEW DELHI

Join us Live Online
https://www.facebook.com/Association-of-Indian-Universities-102594084716483/
https://www.youtube.com/user/computersaiu
@AIUIndia
SPECIAL ADDRESS

AIU ANNUAL NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF VICE CHANCELLORS ON “REIMAGINING INDIAN UNIVERSITIES”

DAY 02
18th AUG 2020
10:00 AM–10:45 AM

PADMA VIBHUSHAN

DR. K. KASTURIRANGAN

Join us Live Online

https://www.facebook.com/Association-of-Indian-Universities-102594084716483/
https://www.youtube.com/user/computersaiu
@AIUIndia
SESSION III

DEVELOPING EMPLOYABILITY AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

CHAIR

Ms. JUTHIKA PATANKAR
ADDITIONAL SECRETARY, MINISTRY OF SKILL DEVELOPMENT AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP, GoI.

PANELLISTS

PROFESSOR S. BHATTACHARYYA
VICE CHANCELLOR, BITS, PILANI

DR. RAJ NEHRU
VICE CHANCELLOR,
VISHWAKARMA SKILL UNIVERSITY, GURUGRAM

COL. DR. G. THIRUVASAGAM
VICE PRESIDENT, AIU & VC, AMET UNIVERSITY, CHENNAI

PROFESSOR R.L. RAINA
VICE CHANCELLOR,
JK LAKSHMIPAT UNIVERSITY, JAIPUR

Join us Live Online

https://www.facebook.com/Association-of-Indian-Universities-102594084716483/
https://www.youtube.com/user/computersaiu
@AIUIndia
SESSION IV
TOWARDS GLOBAL BEST TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS

CHAIR
PROFESSOR DINESH SINGH
CHANCELLOR, KR MANGALAM UNIVERSITY, GURUGRAM & FORMER VICE CHANCELLOR, UNIVERSITY OF DELHI

PANELLISTS

PROFESSOR RAJNISSH JAIN
SECRETARY, UGC

DR. ANOOP SWARUP
VICE CHANCELLOR, JAGRAN LAKE UNIVERSITY, BHOPAL

DR. ANUBHA SINGH
VICE CHANCELLOR, ALLIANCE UNIVERSITY, BANGALORE

Join us Live Online
https://www.facebook.com/Association-of-Indian-Universities-102594084716483/
https://www.youtube.com/user/computersaiu
@AIUIndia

AIU ANNUAL NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF VICE CHANCELLORS ON “REIMAGINING INDIAN UNIVERSITIES”

DAY 02 18th AUG 2020
12:15 PM–1:30 PM
AIU ANNUAL NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF VICE CHANCELLORS ON “REIMAGINING INDIAN UNIVERSITIES”

SESSION V
IMPROVING ACCESS AND EQUITY

CHAIR
PROFESSOR SANDEEP SANCHETI
FORMER PRESIDENT AIU, & VICE-CHANCELLOR SRM INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE & TECH., CHENNAI

PANELLISTS

PROFESSOR P B SHARMA
FORMER PRESIDENT, AIU AND VICE CHANCELLOR, AMITY UNIVERSITY, MANESAR

PROFESSOR FURQAN QAMAR,
FORMER SECRETARY GENERAL, AIU

PROFESSOR KAVITA SHARMA
FORMER PRESIDENT, SOUTH ASIAN UNIVERSITY, NEW DELHI

DR. RAJIV YERAVDEKAR
DEAN, FACULTY OF HEALTH SCIENCES, SYMBIOSIS INTERNATIONAL (DEEMED UNIVERSITY)

Join us Live Online

https://www.facebook.com/Association-of-Indian-Universities-102594084716483/
https://www.youtube.com/user/computersaiu
@AIUIndia
SESSION VI
EXCELLENCE, INTERNATIONALIZATION AND GLOBAL RANKINGS

CHAIR
PROFESSOR N.V. VARGHESE
VICE CHANCELLOR, NIEPA

PANELLISTS
PROFESSOR C. RAJ KUMAR,
VICE CHANCELLOR, OP JINDAL GLOBAL UNIVERSITY, SONIPAT

DR. GULSHAN SHARMA
DIRECTOR GENERAL, INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER FOR SERVICE INDUSTRY (ICSI)

PROFESSOR VIDYA YERAVDEKAR
PRO CHANCELLOR, SYMBIOSIS INTERNATIONAL (DEEMED UNIVERSITY) PUNE.

Join us Live Online
https://www.facebook.com/Association-of-Indian-Universities-102594084716483/
https://www.youtube.com/user/computersaiu
@AIUIndia

AIU ANNUAL NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF VICE CHANCELLORS ON “REIMAGINING INDIAN UNIVERSITIES”

DAY 02
18th Aug 2020
3:15 PM – 4:30 PM
VALEDICTORY ADDRESS BY

DR. VINAY SAHASRABUDDHE
HON’BLE MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT (RAJYA SABHA), & PRESIDENT, INDIAN COUNCIL FOR CULTURAL RESEARCH

VALEDICTORY SESSION

SUMMING UP

WELCOME NOTE

VOTE OF THANKS

PROFESSOR M.M SALUNKHE
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT, AIU & VC, BHARATI VIDYAPEETH

PROFESSOR TEJ PARTAP
PRESIDENT, AIU & VC, GBPUAT

DR. PANKAJ MITTAL
SECRETARY GENERAL, AIU

VALEDICTORY ADDRESS BY

Join us Live Online

https://www.facebook.com/Association-of-Indian-Universities-102594084716483/
https://www.youtube.com/user/computersaiu
@AIUIndia
ASSOCIATION OF INDIAN UNIVERSITIES

*Academic Nodal Officer:*

**DR. S. RAMA DEVI PANI**  
Editor (University News)  
Email: rama.pani2013@gmail.com  
Mobile: 095825 73719

*Nodal Officer:*

**SATYA PAL SINGH**  
PS to Secretary General  
Email: sgoffice@aiu.ac.in  
Mobile: 99680 94006

NATIONAL LAW UNIVERSITY, DELHI

*Nodal Officers:*

**DR. PRIYA RAI**  
Deputy Librarian  
Email: priyarai@nludelhi.ac.in  
Mobile: 92100 80257

**ANIL MENON**  
PPS to Vice-Chancellor  
Email: vc@nludelhi.ac.in  
Mobile: 99994 87711

For any query, please contact us

https://www.facebook.com/Association-of-Indian-Universities-102594084716483/  
https://www.youtube.com/user/computersaiu  
@AIUIndia